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Introduction
Our search for the 16

th
 Century vicar’s mansion built by the prebend of Sukers Hall, Leonard 

Harcourt, took us to Parkside, a former vicarage, built in 1854 to the east side of Selman Street 
in the village of Gnosall in Staffordshire.  In our first season a geophysical survey was carried 
out in the upper garden area alongside the house and in the lower garden area, known as the 
field, to the front of the house using both resistivity and gradiometry readings.  The resistivity 
results were overlaid onto an aerial photograph of the area together with the tithe map of 1837 
which shows a dwelling here.  

Figure 1 Tithe Map and geophysics superimposed on an aerial photograph
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The area to be excavated in our second season was confirmed after perusal of this document.  
(Fig 1).  Initially four 2.25 metre x 2.25 metre squares were dug at 70E, 136N; 73.5E, 139.5N; 
77E, 136N; 73.5E, 132.5N.  The cross walls were later removed to leave us with an open area 5 
metres square.  Large quantities of potsherds were found ranging from medieval green glaze 
through black glazed ware, brown mottled ware, and slipware to modern day china.  Finds of a 
pigeon skeleton with a green plastic ring on its leg and a silver foil cake case demonstrated that 
prior disturbance had occurred and we learnt part way through the dig that the land had been 
ploughed in the 1940’s and 1950’s.  Clay pipe bowls and stems ranged in date from 1650 to 
1850.  At the end of our first season of excavation we reached context (105), the beginning of 
the unploughed layers.  Suggestions for the location of a building were given by a rubble spread 
across the area and finds of brick and tile but the results were far from conclusive  (Gnosall 
report 2003 WAG project 7). Our second season centred on Area1/Area1 and new excavation 
areas looking at the feature near the fir trees and the linear feature on the upper garden area.  
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Excavations

Area 1/Area 1

Once Area 1/Area1 was cleaned up the diagonal cut indicated by darker soil in the southeast side 
of the area was again obvious.  We decided to put a sondage in to discover the depth of the 
feature.  After removing fine soil a metal pipe was exposed.  It was eventually revealed as the 
mains water pipe running from a metal cover in the hedge.  Contact with Severn Trent water 
board prior to excavation had determined that they had no knowledge of the route of the water 
pipe on this property.  It was then decided to follow the context down to see if by levelling the 
area any floor areas could be distinguished.  There were several areas of clay spread across the 
area shown on Plan 2 as          or designated context (108).  

Figure 2 Plan 2

However, the plough damage made it impossible to say if they constituted a floor area.  On the 
southeast side of the area the pebble layer (105) gave way to a very sandy layer with black 
staining, but still containing gravel (120).  A sondage was put in the east corner to determine 
whether this was the natural level.  (All plans and sections referred to in the text are shown in 
the appendix).  An orange sandy matrix (context 122) with some large pebbles found below 
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(120) was designated natural (plan 6, sections 3, 6 and 7).  A second sondage alongside the pipe 
trench and east of the rubble spread (121) came down onto (120).  (Section 4, Plan 7).  The 
rubble spread context (106) was re-designated context (121) at lower levels.  

Figure 3 West corner showing building debris

The rubble spread to the centre and northwest of the area was more dense in the southwest sector 
and contained building debris, mortar and roof tile together with an area of charcoal.  (Plan 8 
Section 5).  

Figure 4 Rubble spread looking southwest

 The area between the diagonal feature and the trench walls at the south corner was taken down 
as a triangular sondage (Plan 3) to see if the rubble was connected with a wall, however it 
proved to be only one layer deep.  The underlying level (119) was a loose compaction, very 
orange with dark particles and gravel.  Context (120) is the same as (119) but with coarser sand.  

Sondage 2
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It was decided to take the whole area down to level (120), which was just above natural.  
Context (112/113) a mixture of sandstone rubble both natural and worked contained a large, 
orange piece of sandstone showing considerable degradation.  Finds included a bone handle 
probably from a knife (Special Find 21) together with a pottery handle from a medieval jug, 
slipware and old window glass.  The rubble layer (106/121) yielded a pipe bowl (Special Find 
22) made by John Legge of Broseley dating to mid 1600 (1650 onwards).  Other finds were 
Staffordshire slipware joggled design, a small black ware cup/tankard and some grey pieces of 
pot with black interior.  Bone (bird and sheep) was also found together with pipe stems dated 
1670-1690.  A sandy area to the northeast of (112/113) looked like a possible doorway site.  Due 
to lack of finds the southeast side of the area formerly designated A1/A1/A and A1/A1/D was 
backfilled (Sections 6-8)

A1/A1/Extension 1
A1/A1 was extended 2.5 metres to the northwest to ascertain whether the plaster layer, possible 
doorway site, tile and brick finds seen on the north western edge of the area continued any 
further.  A section of the southeast- facing wall was drawn (Section 5) prior to the extension 
work being undertaken.  The yield of potsherds in the topsoil of this area was considerably less 
than that of the main section of A1/A1 suggesting that this material was probably not used as 
drainage material.  The levelling of the land in the 1950’s makes it difficult to pinpoint their 
source due to spreading caused by the plough.  A tile and brick spread appeared starting in the 
north corner 

Figure 5 Northwestern end of A1/A1/Extension 1

 while the plaster layer continued across the central and southwest end (Plan 10).  A black glaze 
tyg base was found below tree roots near the west corner, with the plaster layer underlying it.  
The area was taken down to context (102) exposing a rubble spread.  Finds included animal 
bone, feathered slipware, brick and charcoal.  The plaster layer at the south west end gave way 
to a fine brown compacted sandy layer (context 116) containing plaster, brick, nails, small pot 
fragments and pebble up to 5cm.  The central area showed evidence of burning.
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Figure 6 Rubble spread Extension 1.

A plan was drawn to help in interpreting the rubble spread (Plan 11).  Working through (102) in 
the central to southwestern area tile, brick, mortar with a straight edge, slipware, yellow pottery, 
metal, and vessel glass were all found.  In the west corner the thin plaster/mortar layer gave out 
quickly and was replaced by bricks.  The southwest end yielded charcoal, a flanged rim –
possibly late medieval period, slipware and roof tiles (one very large tile was a type usually 
found at the jointure when roofs meet at right angles) pins and a button.  Tile on mortar could be 
seen in the section of the southwest wall.  The northeast end of the extension yielded some 
plaster and purple ware sherds before coming down onto (120).  The northwest end produced no 
further finds.  Southwest, southeast and northeast facing sections were drawn (Sections 14, 14a, 
14b) and this section of the trench was back filled.  The area was then extended 2.5m to the 
southwest x 3m to the southeast from this point and was designated A1/A1/extension 2.  

A1/A1/Extension 2

Topsoil was removed using spades rather than trowels to 
expose context 102.  Finds within (102/105) included brick, 
mortar, tile, pot, charcoal and glass.  Brick fragments 2.25” x     
4.5” and 2” x 4.5” were present, both sizes dating to pre 1570.  
The north corner had a clay conglomerate containing these 
Tudor brick fragments, plaster, tile and mortar.  The brick 
matches noggin in the thatched cottage in the village and also 
in the adjacent property in Selman Street.  

The area was planned and southeast facing and northeast
facing sections were drawn.  (Section 15, 15a; Plan 14).  As 
we were on our penultimate visit to the site a sondage was 
dug into the centre of the area to confirm that we were just 
above natural (120) and had reached the end of the dig.  

Figure 7 Example of an old building in Gnosall
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To our surprise the sondage revealed a deep layer of fine plaster/mortar deposit, ash like in 
appearance.  However a piece of blue and white china (circa 1770 onwards) was found within 
the layer.  We were allowed to continue the excavation so the sondage was extended to the 
northwest- facing wall of the extension to see what was contained in the section.  Unexpectedly 
red sandstone blocks on red brick were present below the level of the plaster layer  (Plan 15).

Figure 8 Red sandstone blocks on brick Figure 9 Tile dump

A 1.75” floor tile was also found.  To the southwest of the feature were further bricks and what 
looked like a tile dump. (Section 22)  A further extension to the southwest wall exposed a 
section containing rubble.  A sondage in the west corner to find the edge of the plaster/mortar 
area revealed it was still present at the northwest wall of the extension.  This sondage was 
extended along the southwest wall to see if the plaster/mortar area stopped before the water pipe 
crossed the area.  Finds included a piece of stone with a mason’s mark, red painted wall plaster, 
brick fragments and evidence of a tile floor with mortar base coursing.  

Figure 10 Floor tiles

The feature in the northwest facing section appeared to be a coursed wall of brick over 
sandstone.  (Section 21)  The wall was levelled with brick filler or mortar fill on both sides.  
Large pieces of coal were present together with green painted plaster, which consisted of three 
layers one containing horsehair.  An attempt to look at the outside of the wall was abandoned 
after removal of context (101) made the wall unstable and finds were few.  

A visit was made to St Laurence Cottage the adjacent property on Selman Street, to view the 
cellar and examine its structure.  Above the brick barrel vaulting were layers of horsehair plaster 
and clay below the floor surface of the cottage.  This was similar to the sandstone on brick wall 
that was found together with green painted plaster in A1/A1/Extension 2.  
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x2

x2

Figure 11 The wall and its layers

The sondage extension across the southwest end was taken deeper in the west corner to see what 
lay below the plaster/mortar layer.  A hard clay surface was exposed.  The level of this surface at 
the base of the trench was 103.94mOD on a par with the road surface on the other side of the 
hedge at 103.62mOD.  This may suggest that the dwelling was in fact on land level with the 
road.  While there was evidence of the plaster/mortar layer below the hard surface there seemed 
to be an edge to it 1m from the northwest trench wall.  A section was drawn of the northwest-
facing wall. (Section 21).  

In an effort to determine the extent of the cellar, if it is a cellar, four boreholes were sunk using a 
1m auger.  The positions of the boreholes are shown in the diagram. 

Figure 12 Boreholes in relation to A1/A1/Extension 2 (not to scale)
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Bore 1, 1m to the southeast of the area showed plough soil onto natural and contained no 
plaster/mortar layer.  Bores 2 and 3, 1m to the northwest of the area showed plaster/mortar layer 
but bore 4, 1m further to the northwest showed only topsoil. This means the building was still 
evident at a 13’ width but ran out at 16’3”. The site was put to bed for the season by covering it 
with tarpaulin and pallets before backfilling to within 0.5 m of the top.  

The question where has the house or houses gone? led us to look at the local stone wall 
boundaries both of the garden and of the church graveyard, which was rebuilt circa 1760.  We 
also looked at the reused timbers in the outbuildings at Parkside.

Figure 13  Examples of re-used roof timbers

Figure 14 Re-used sandstone to rear of Parkside Figure 15 Sandstone block with tool marks

Figure 16 Fine shaped sandstone in driveway Figure 17 Large blocks in churchyard boundary
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Area 1/Trench 2
A 3 metre x 1 metre trench was opened within the semi-circle of evergreen trees to investigate 
an anomaly seen on geophysics.  Co-ordinates from SE corner 89.8E, 136N; 88.8E, 136N; 
88.8E, 139N; 89.9E, 139N.

Figure 18 Geophysics showing location of Trench 2

Figure 19 Trench 2 in relation to St Lawrence Church

N
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A King Edward VII penny, dated 1907 was found 
in the topsoil. The southern end of the trench was 
composed of moderate compacted orange-brown 
sandy soil (201). A cut at the north end was the 
continuation of the water pipe trench, it showed as 
a compacted pebble layer on fine sandy soil (204).  
The cut (202) between (201) and (204) showed 
signs of burning, the charcoal remains appearing 
to suggest the destruction of two beams.  Reused 
beams found in the outbuildings and cowshed 
were of similar dimensions.  

                                                                                           Figure 20 Deep sondage, trench 2

A compact pebble area was present below the burnt beams.  Sondage (203) dug alongside (202) 
contained no charcoal deposits and came down onto a gritty surface 30 cm down.  The sand 
layer appearing below the pebble area was shown to be natural when the sondage was made 
deeper. Finds within the trench were few in number but included a gaming token, glass bead, 
black glazed ware and cream ware.  (Plan 12, Sections 10 – 13).

Area1/Trench3
A 2m by 2m trench was taken out at 95.4E, 116.4N; 97.1E, 116.4N; 97.0E, 114.2N; 95.3E, 
114.2N to investigate the linear feature showing on the geophysics extending from the Ha-Ha to 
the front of the car park 

Figure 21 Positioning Trench 3 Figure 22 Geophysics of the Garden area

There was no evidence of plough soi l  in  th is  area .   Topsoi l  (300) came down onto  a  
gravel/pebble layer (301) followed by a dark brown layer containing a few small pebbles (302).  
There was no evidence of any wall or building feature.  Below this lay sand with pebbles 0.5-
6cm context (304), a compact gravel layer on top of a sandy outcrop.  Two sandy outcrops 
showed in the northwest- facing section.  A sondage dug in the NW corner to find the natural 
level revealed an oval void 
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Figure 23 Oval void in Trench 3

24cm internal diameter by 38 cm in length surrounded by sandstone.  Unfortunately, a barcode 
label was found in the void so it may have been a planting site or more likely the barcode had 
blown in from somewhere else on the site.  The void may have been left by a tree stump.  
Sections were drawn and the trench was backfilled. (Plan 13, Sections 17 – 20).

Area 3 /trench 1

The dilapidated building to the north of Parkside was a former coach house with accommodation 
above built of large sandstone blocks at its lower level.  Although the other three sides continued 
in brick the level of sandstone blocks in the rear (north facing) wall rose to a higher level.  

Figure 24 North wall of coach house

The stonework is possibly 16
th

 century, and incorporated into this building in the 1800’s.  To 
determine whether the wall continued below ground level a sondage was dug adjacent to the 
sandstone wall at the rear of the coach house measuring 0.5m square.  This was dug to a depth of
1m and revealed the continuation of the sandstone wall with a step out at the base.
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Figure 25 Sondage below north wall of coach house

A hole in the wall above this extending from the exterior to the interior of the building showed 
the wall to be 50 cm wide.  We were unable to excavate further as our season was at an end.  

DISCUSSION
The tithe map of 1837 indicates the position of a dwelling on this site that would currently lie at 
the northeastern end of our excavation area and would extend under the modern driveway.  As 
there are no standing walls in evidence we must establish the position of the building by what 
appears in the soil. The northwest facing section of area1/area1 shows only a few areas of tile 
and brick, which would suggest that the building lay to the northwest of this point.  The plan of 
the area (Plan 8) supports this theory, as the rubble spread is evident across the centre and to the 
northwest of the area.  The southwest facing section shows fragments of plaster, brick and a 
charcoal area in the centre with rubble to the northwest while the southeast and northwest facing 
sections show greatest deposits of mortar, plaster, charcoal and rubble notably in the west 
corner.  The sondage area alongside the pipe trench in the south corner also indicates sandstone 
rubble and brick.  Areas of charcoal and burnt stone at the northeast end may suggest 
demolition.  Perhaps the original building was demolished.   While described as a vicar’s
mansion the property consisted of four small chambers, which hardly suggests a manorial 
dwelling. Perhaps a subsequent larger or expanded dwelling superseded the original.   

Some of the earliest finds (historically) include part of a handle and flanged rim possibly from a 
late medieval jug, and a bone handle from a knife.  However most of the potsherds probably date 
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from the 1600s.  The clay pipe finds also date from 1650-1850.  The southern part of the area 
contained the majority of potsherds and building rubble and would seem to be the most likely 
position for the main building on this site. The finds in context (105) are fairly evenly spread 
although slightly greater in number to the southwestern end and also continue to a deeper level 
at this end.  Could ploughing have caused this spread, or was material thrown here when the 
driveway was put in place?  

Moving the excavation 2.5 metres to the northwest (Area1/Area1/Extension1) confirmed that a 
plaster area at the southeast end of the northeast facing section of Area1/area1 continued on the 
northeast facing section of the extension.  There was also more evidence of building rubble in 
this section compared to the southwest facing one, which had only a few items of tile, brick and 
plaster.  The southeast facing section illustrated again the main focus of building finds tended to 
be towards the southwest.  Plans of the area show an angled line of tile and brick starting from 
the north corner together with a further plaster area at the centre of the northwest wall.  As the 
excavation went deeper a brick rubble spread appeared across the area.   There was however, 
still no evidence for the location of a wall or robbed out trench.  Pottery finds were less frequent 
but covered the same date range as those in area1/area1 as did clay pipe fragments.   Nails and 
other metal items were in evidence.  Unfortunately the doorway previously postulated did not 
materialize.  Positioning of the finds suggested a further extension to the southwest could be 
helpful.

The extension 2.5 metres to the south west by 3 metres to the southeast showed brick, plaster 
and mortar spread across the area with roof and floor tiles also present. There was considerably 
more building debris at the west corner of the southeast facing section while the northeast facing 
section has plaster across its length and brick fragments to the northwest side at the lower levels.  
However, the area of greatest interest is shown in the northwest facing section as a wall, and a 
small arch of brickwork with a tile dump alongside it.  The south corner is again cut by the water 
pipe trench. A section of the deep sondage at the west corner shows a charcoal spread in the 
upper layers and a tile, brick and plaster spread throughout the lower layers.  The hard sandy, 
possible, floor level (127) is shown in the lower levels.  Finds were plentiful with nails, an 
increase in the number of roof tiles and prolific amounts of painted plaster with white, black, 
red, and green lime wash.  The plaster/mortar layer was present across most of Extension 2.  The 
discovery of red sandstone blocks on red brick at the southeast face below a plaster layer was 
our first indication that a wall may have been built here.  The structure of the wall was 
reminiscent of the one found in the cellar of the adjacent St Lawrence cottage.  Could this 
suggest a similar cellar on our site?  The evidence of a tile floor with mortar base coursing and a 
hard sandy surface would support such a theory.  If this is not a cellar could it be an out 
building, an undercroft or a service area?

A cellar or out building would seem the more likely.  Closer examination of one of the plaster 
fragments measuring 2.5 x 2.0cm showed it to be composed of three layers.  A 0.5cm pink layer 
with sandstone inclusions, containing black specks of horsehair mixed with lime followed by a 
much finer layer of lime plaster, cream in colour, measuring 2mm and a fine wash top layer in 
pale green.  The paintwork is not finished to a high standard so would probably have come from 
a low status building such as a cellar or outhouse.  The results of the auger bores suggest that the 
building was more than 13 feet but less than 16 feet 3 inches wide.  

The presence of a cellar or outhouse area implies the presence of a domestic dwelling.  
Unfortunately its exact position eludes us. The presence of a plaster/mortar ash like layer, 
together with building rubble in the cellar suggest the demolition of the building which was most 
likely deposited into the cellar to clear the area.  Anything of any value was removed from the 
site and disposed of or reused.  The examination of the surrounding area shows areas of reused 
stone, in some places medieval stones have been used in the garden walls and also in the walls 
surrounding St Lawrence church which was redesigned in about 1760.  The wooden timbers in 
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the outbuildings of Parkside clearly demonstrate the reuse of massive timbers.  Roof timbers are 
very much in evidence some showing signs of great age.  They include roof beams with mortise 
joints and tree nails, together with large timbers possibly used as tie beams.  It would seem 
unlikely for timbers of this weight and size to have been moved any great distance and they 
would not waste such a valuable resource.  Consequently the presence of a building of which 
these timbers were a part is most likely.  

AREA 1 TRENCH 2
Set within the semi circle of evergreen trees, Trench 2 appeared to be outside the area of 
ploughing and consisted of compacted orange brown sandy soil above a compacted pebble layer 
that overlaid the natural sandy layer.  The water pipeline was present in the northern end of the 
trench.  With very few artefacts present the two interesting pieces were a gaming token and a 
glass bead.  The main pottery sherds were coarse black glazed ware and cream ware that 
occurred mainly in the upper layer together with 8 pieces of pipe stem.  The signs of burning 
suggested the destruction of old beams possibly when an old building was demolished.  The 
dark areas on the resistivity survey were probably due to dryness of the soil caused by the 
removal of moisture by tree roots.  

AREA 1 TRENCH 3
There was no evidence of plough soil in this trench either.  A gravel/pebble layer gave way to a 
dark brown layer containing small pebbles above a compact gravel layer on top of a sandy 
outcrop.  This sandy outcrop may explain the resistivity results.  The oval void containing the 
barcode may indicate a planting site, or the site of a felled tree.  There were some pottery finds 
but nothing new.  They may have been carried to the area by soil movement.  There was 
certainly nothing to suggest a building in this area.

AREA 3 TRENCH 1
The building known as the old coach house had walls 50 cm thick.  The sondage dug alongside 
the rear wall exposed sandstone walling extending down another metre with a step at the base.  
Does this suggest that the land level was a metre lower in the sixteenth century, or was the lower 
level part of an undercroft?  Maybe further excavation in this area at a future date may answer 
this question.  Was this the barn given by Leonard Harcourt?
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CONCLUSION
It was certified in1549 that Leonard Harcourt had built a mansion house of four little chambers 
for the vicars choral worth 16pence net per annum.  He also gave a barn, together with four butts 
of land in Gnosall that were let to William Lynacre for 15pence.  (SHC 1915;105)  The house 
may have lain to the east of the church within the grounds of Parkside, a former vicarage dating 
from 1854, but the Victoria County History for Staffordshire states that in 1680 no houses near 
the church are mentioned.  The most common form of dwelling from the late fifteenth century 
w a s  a  t w o  o r  t h r e e  b a y  h a l l  h o u s e  ( H a n a w a l t  1 9 8 6  p 3 5  www.tonygraham.co.uk/

house_repair/wattle_daub/WD-2.html).  When trees for crucks became rare, truss construction took 
over.  The cruck and truss method produced a rather narrow house that would agree with the 
limits suggested by our auger results.  The surviving reused wooden timbers in the out buildings 
are certainly suitable for this type of structure.  After the fourteenth century due to the wetter 
climate many houses were built with low walls, surmounted by a wooden structure.  Clay floors 
were common.  The early houses in the village have stone bases, wooden frames and a brick 
infill between as seen in fig 7.  This may account for our findings of stone and brick on site.  
Also the absence of foundations or robber trenches may be explained by the fact that the stone 
base layer was laid directly on the ground.  The evidence certainly suggests that a cruck or truss 
house may have been erected somewhere within our site area, possibly along the length of our 
excavation area as this type of structure could be quite long, up to fifty feet in length. 
(http://scholar.chem.nyu.edu/tekpages/peasant houses.html)  The late sixteenth century saw 
changes in living patterns with flooring being placed over the open hall and windows being 
glazed.  Finds of window glass, bricks, floor tiles, pottery dating from late medieval to modern 
and clay pipe evidence from 1650-1850 means that a dwelling was certainly on this site within 
the required dating period.  Unfortunately the demolishing of the building and its subsequent 
dumping into the cellar has hampered our search.  The debate as to whether we are looking for a 
stone building rather than a timber- frame construction is fired by the stone façade at the rear 
wall of the old coach house which could be taken as that of the barn for keeping hay, or even as 
part of the mansion itself, and our possible timber- frame structure could be an unrelated later 
dwelling.  However, whether either of the buildings we propose have anything to do with the
vicar’s mansion of Leonard Harcourt, we have been unable to ascertain.  

We will return for one more season to try to pinpoint the house more precisely and to look more 
closely at the apparent Holloway in the lower field area to see if it gives us any further clues.  
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GNO 04 /A1/A1/Triangular sondage PLAN 3

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

+ GRID REFERENCE POINT 

CONTEXTS

116 Mid brown sandy open frequent pebbles, 5cm to 0.5cm

117 sandstone rubble containing brick, also some clay nodules
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GNO 04 A1/A1/SONDAGE 1 PLAN 6

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

CONTEXT

122 natural orange sand with large pebbles
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GNO 04 A1/A1/D / SONDAGE 2  PLAN 7

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: M DURRANT
M HOLLAND

DRAWN BY: A PEARSALL

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1  104.42

CONTEXT

120 loose compaction, very orange coarse grain sand
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GNO 04 /A1/A1/ Rubble Spread PLAN 8

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED  BY: B RILEY
A PEARSON

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

TILE

BRICK

   RS RED  SANDSTONE

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1   104.35

2   104.68

3   104.78

4   105.11

6   104.63

CONTEXTS
105 loose orange brown sandy fine pebbles

108 compacted mid-brown sandy clay

0
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GNO 04 /A1/A1/EXT1/102 PLAN 10

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

MORTAR AND PLASTER MIX

BRICK

TILE

MORTAR

DIRECTION OF SLOPE

    RS RED SANDSTONE

+ GRID REFERENCE POINT 

REDUCED LEVELS (m OD)

1 105.12
2 104.78
3 104.82
4 104.96
5 104.28
6 104.86
7 104.88
8 104.86
9 104.78
10 104.74
11 107.98
12 104.84

CONTEXT

102  dark brown moist
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GNO 04 A1/EXTENSION 1/ 102/119 INTERFACE PLAN 11

DATE: 01/08/04
ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

CHARCOAL

TILE

BRICK

PLASTER

MORTAR AND PLASTER MIX

MORTAR

RS RED SANDSTONE

LS LIMESTONE

CONTEXT

102 dark brown moist

119 loose compaction orange with

       dark patches and gravel

Step
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GNO 04  A1/T2 PLAN 12

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PIPE

TREE ROOT

CHARCOAL

DIRECTION OF SLOPE

+ SITE COORDINATE

RS RED SANDSTONE

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.61
2 105.27
3 105.26
4 105.28
5 105.17
6 104.71
7 105.25
8 105.23
9 105.79
10 105.84

CONTEXT

204 very compacted orange soil with pebbles

205 Fine sand 250um, very rounded

206 Medium sand 375um natural (same as 122)
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GNO 04  A1/T3 PLAN 13

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: A PEARSALL
M DURRANT
B HAMSON

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.05
2 105.34
3 105.36
4 105.36
5 105.24
6 106.07
7 106.06

CONTEXT

304 sandy with frequent pebbles 0.5 to 6 cm
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GNO 04 A1/EXTENSION 2/ 105 RUBBLE AND PLASTER MIX PLAN 14

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES
DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

MORTAR

TILE (R = ROOF, F = FLOOR)

BRICK

PLASTER

CONTEXTS

105 loose orange brown sand, fine pebbles/charcoal
       moderate
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GNO 04 /A1/A1/EXTENSION 2/ Area around the brick feature PLAN 15

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

TILE

DIRECTION OF SLOPE
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GNO 04  A1/A1/SONDAGE 1/NORTHWEST FACING SECTION 3

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

 KEY 
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

TILE

BRICK

BONE

+ DATUM POINT  

CONTEXT

100  topsoil

101  brown sandy loam

120 loose compaction very orange, coarse grain sand

122 natural orange sand
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GNO04 A1/A1/D/ SONDAGE 2 /SOUTHEAST FACING SECTION 4

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: M HOLLAND
M DURRANT

DRAWN BY: A PEARSALL

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

CONTEXTS

105 loose orange brown sand, fine
       pebbles/charcoal moderate
118 dark brown small pebbles

120 loose compaction, very orange, 
       coarse grain sand
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GNO 04 / A1 /A1/SOUTHEAST FACING SECTION 5 

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES
A PEARSALL

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

TILE

BRICK

PLASTER

# CHARCOAL

+ DATUM POINT 104.96 mOD

ǻ REDUCED LEVEL

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 104.96

2 104.84

3 104.78

4 104.78

5 104.96

6 105.17

7 104.88

8 104.80

CONTEXTS

100 topsoil

102 dark brown moist

105 loose orange brown sand, fine pebbles/charcoal moderate

113 loose compaction, very orange with dark patches and
       gravel

Step
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GNO 04  A1/A1/NORTHWEST FACING SECTION 6

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: B RILEY
M DURRANT

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

BRICK

TILE

POTTERY

BONE

CHARCOAL

+    DATUM POINT 105.01m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.35

2 104.48

3 104.79

4 104.49

5 104.44

6 104.79

7 104.77

8 104.78

9 104.98

10 104.91

11 105.11

CONTEXTS
100  topsoil

101 brown sandy loam

105 loose orange brown sand, fine pebbles/charcoal moderate

120 loose compaction, very orange coarse grain sand

122 natural orange sand
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GNO 04 / A1/A1 /SOUTHWEST  FACING SECTION 7

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: C  WESTWOOD
P  HADFIELD

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

CHARCOAL

RS RED SANDSTONE

TILE

RED BRICK

PLASTER

POTTERY

  SLOPE ON MASONRY

+ DATUM POINT
Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL

  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1   105.10

2   104.81

3   105.34

4   105.24

5   104.84

6   104.47

CONTEXTS

100 Topsoil

101 Brown, sandy loam

105 Loose orange brown sandy, fine pebbles/charcoal 
       moderate
106 Rubble spread

119 Loose compaction orange with dark patches and gravel

120 Loose compaction, very orange, coarse grain sand

122 Natural, orange sand
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GNO 04 / A1/A1 /NORTHEAST FACING SECTION 8

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: A PEARSALL
E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

TILE

BRICK

PLASTER

BONE

MORTAR AND PLASTER MIX

  DIRECTION OF SLOPE

   RS RED  SANDSTONE

+ DATUM POINT

ǻ REDUCED LEVELS

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.50

2 104.91

3 104.97

4 105.11

5 105.15

6 104.92

7 104.94

8 104.68

9 104.93

10 104.81

11 104.69

12 105.22

CONTEXTS

101 brown sandy loam

102 dark brown moist

112 cream orange with mortar/brick/plaster

113 loose compaction, very orange with dark patches
       and gravel
119 loose compaction orange with dark patches and gravel

126 mortar/plaster
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GNO 04 /A1/T2/EAST FACING SECTION 10

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10
PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

CHARCOAL

RS RED SANDSTONE

RED BRICK

PLASTER

PIPE

+ DATUM POINT 105.47 mOD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL

  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1   105.76

2   105.64

3   105.52

4   105.48

5   105.37

6   105.24

7   105.61

8   105.51

9   105.40

10  105.25

CONTEXTS

200 Topsoil

201 Moderate compacted orange brown sandy soil

202 Mid brown loose compaction with charcoal inclusion

203 Mid brown loose compacted

204  Very compacted orange soil with pebbles
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GNO 04 /A1/T2/NORTH FACING SECTION 11

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

CHARCOAL

TILE

+ DATUM POINT 105.49 mOD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL

  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1   105.81

2   105.66

3   105.35

4   105.27

5   105.79

6   105.62

7   105.87

8   105.35

9   105.28

10  105.45

CONTEXTS

200 Topsoil

202 Mid brown loose compaction with charcoal inclusion

203 Mid brown loose compacted

204  Very compacted orange soil with pebbles

205 Fine sand 375um very rounded

207 Charcoal
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GNO 04 /A1/T2/WEST FACING SECTION 12

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

CHARCOAL

PIPE

+ DATUM POINT 105.50 mOD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL

  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1   105.67

2   105.53

3   105.28

4   105.80

5   105.66

6   105.52

7   105.37

8   105.27

9   105.49

10  105.27

11  105.25

12  105.10

13  104.88

CONTEXTS

200 Topsoil

201 Moderate compacted orange brown sandy soil

202 Mid brown loose compaction with charcoal inclusion

203 Mid brown loose compacted

205 Fine sand 250um, very rounded

206 Medium sand 375um, natural

207 Charcoal

208 Orange brown sand fading to reddish sand, very few 
        inclusions from 2mm to 15mm, no finds or gravel, finely 
        compacted.
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GNO 04 /A1/T2/SOUTH FACING SECTION 13

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

CHARCOAL

TILE

+ DATUM POINT 105.48 mOD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL

  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1   105.64

2   105.51

3   105.43

4   105.27

5   105.66

6   105.52

7   105.32

8   105.28

9   105.28

10  105.45

CONTEXTS

200 Topsoil

202 Mid brown loose compaction with charcoal inclusion

203 Mid brown loose compacted

204  Very compacted orange soil with pebbles

205 Fine sand 375um very rounded

207 Charcoal

208 orange brown sand to red, few inclusions 0.2 to 1.5 cm
       rose agate inclusions fairly compacted
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GNO 04  A1/A1/EXTENSION 1/NORTHEAST FACING SECTION 14

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

BRICK

TILE

+ DATUM POINT  103.12m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 103.47

2 102.93

3 102.90

4 103.00

5 103.96

CONTEXTS

100  topsoil

102 dark brown moist

112 cream/orange with mortar/brick/plaster

116 mid brown sandy with open texture
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GNO 04  A1/A1/EXTENSION 1/SOUTHWEST FACING SECTION 14a

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

BRICK

TILE

MORTAR

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 104.75

2 105.04

3 104.71

4 104.76

5 104.75

CONTEXTS

100  topsoil

102 dark brown moist

119 loose compaction, very orange with dark patches and 
       gravel
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GNO 04  A1/A1/EXTENSION 1/SOUTHEAST FACING SECTION 14b

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

BRICK

MORTAR

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 104.75

2 104.77

3 105.06

4 104.79

5 104.86

6 104.75

CONTEXTS

100  topsoil

102 dark brown moist

119 loose compaction, very orange with dark patches and 
       gravel
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GNO 04  A1/A1/Extension 2/NORTHEAST FACING SECTION 15

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: P HADFIELD
M HOLLAND

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

TREE ROOT

MORTAR

   # CHARCOAL

+ DATUM POINT  105.09m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.54

2 105.27

3 105.14

4 104.83

5 104.84

6 104.84

CONTEXTS
102 dark brown moist

105 loose orange brown sand fine pebbles/charcoal 
       moderate
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GNO 04  A1/A1/EXTENSION 2/NORTHEAST FACING (below section 15) SECTION 15a

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: C WESTWOOD
A PEARSALL

DATE 24/10/04

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

PLASTER

+ DATUM POINT  105.05 m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 104.88

2 104.71

3 104.57

CONTEXTS

101 brown sandy loam

105 brown sandy with pebbles < 8mm

112 cream/orange with mortar/brick/plaster

126 mortar/plaster
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GNO 04  A1/A1/EXTENSION 2/SOUTHEAST FACING SECTION 16

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: S FOSTER

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

BRICK

ROOT

+    DATUM POINT 105.02mOD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL 
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.15
2 104.75
3 104.60
4 104.43
5 104.19
6 103.95
7 103.97
8 104.20
9 104.41
10 104.79
11 104.53
12 104.70
13 104.85
14 104.80
15 103.54
16 105.10
17 105.11
18 103.11
19 103.11

CONTEXTS

100 topsoil

101 sandy brown loam

102 darker, pebbles moist

105 loose orange brown sand, fine pebbles/charcoal 
       moderate
126 mortar/plaster

127 sandy layer

130 brick layer and tile

133 lens, plaster fine powdery
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GNO 04  A1/T3/EAST FACING SECTION 17

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: A PEARSALL
M DURRANT
B HAMSON

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

RS RED SANDSTONE

+ DATUM POINT  105.86m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.94
2 105.92
3 105.86
4 105.48
5 105.39
6 105.25
7 105.97
8 105.94
9 105.87
10 105.45
11 105.43
12 105.34
13 105.05
14 106.06
15 106.05

CONTEXTS

300 topsoil

301 pebble/gravel

302 dark brown with few pebbles

303 orange sandy clay, very large pebbles 5mm to 13cm,
       medium compaction
304 sandy with frequent pebbles
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GNO 04  A1/T3/SOUTH FACING SECTION 18

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: A PEARSALL
M DURRANT
B HAMSON

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

+ DATUM POINT  105.86m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 106.06
2 105.97
3 105.94
4 105.87
5 105.46
6 105.43
7 105.34
8 106.36
9 105.98
10 105.93
11 105.86
12 105.57
13 105.43
14 105.36

CONTEXTS

300  topsoil

301 pebble/gravel

302 dark brown with few pebbles

303 orange sandy clay, very large pebbles 5mm to 13cm,
       medium compaction
304 sandy with frequent pebbles
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GNO 04  A1/T3/NORTH FACING SECTION 19

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: A PEARSALL
M DURRANT
B HAMSON

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

RS RED SANDSTONE

+ DATUM POINT  105.87m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 106.09
2 106.01
3 105.96
4 105.87
5 105.55
6 105.37
7 105.26
8 106.08
9 105.99
10 105.93
11 105.87
12 105.54
13 106.43
14 105.28

CONTEXT
300  topsoil

301 pebble/gravel

302 dark brown with few  pebbles

303 orange sandy clay, very large pebbles 5mm to 13cm, 
       medium compaction
304 sandy with frequent pebbles
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GNO 04  A1/T3/WEST FACING SECTION 20

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: A PEARSALL
M DURRANT
B HAMSON

DRAWN BY: M HOLLAND

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

+ DATUM POINT  105.57m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 106.08
2 105.99
3 105.82
4 105.57
5 105.48
6 105.47
7 105.27
8 106.33
9 105.46
10 105.57
11 105.93
12 105.98
13 106.36
14 105.42
15 105.32
16 105.34
17 105.26

CONTEXT

300 topsoil

301 pebble/gravel

302 dark brown with few pebbles

303 orange sandy clay, very large pebbles 5mm to 13cm, 
medium compaction
304 Sandy with frequent pebbles

305 Compacted, frequent pebbles and compacted red sand

306 Compacted red sand with very frequent pebbles
from 3cm diameter to 9cm by 6cm
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GNO 04 A1/A1/EXTENSION 2/NORTHWEST FACING SECTION 21

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

 KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER

BRICK

TILE

    RS RED SANDSTONE

+ DATUM LINE 104.4m OD

REDUCED LEVELS (m OD)

1 104.89
2 104.60
3 104.14
4 103.83
5 105.34
6 105.25

CONTEXTS

100 topsoil

101 brown, sandy loam

105 loose orange brown sand, fine pebbles/charcoal moderate

120 loose compaction, very orange coarse grain sand

122 natural, orange sand

128 brown sandy loam with brick and sandstone structure
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GNO 04 A1/A1/EXT2 TILE DUMP SECTION 22

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: J HOLLAND

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

PLASTER LAYER

PLASTER

TILE

+ DATUM LINE 104.4m OD

REDUCED LEVELS (m OD)

1 105.34
2 104.80
3 104.72
4 103.95
5 104.28

CONTEXTS

100 topsoil

101 brown, sandy loam

105 loose orange brown sand, fine pebbles/charcoal moderate

126 mortar/plaster

129 open structured context with red roof tiles, some angled at 45 degrees to downslope contained within plaster ? arch, contained 

within 126
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Finds

A1/A1/ 105
B+A 
105

B  
105

C 
105

D  
105

105/ 
106 112 115 A 115 118

blackglazed ware fine 1 2 7 10

blackglazed ware coarse 1 3 1 6 12 2 1 8

burnt coarseware 8

brown mottled ware 1 1 2

yellow glazed ware 2 1

brownware 2 1

blue and white 2

earthenware 3 3

slipware 4 2 1 1 8 1 11 1

purpleware 1 3

manganese ware

stoneware 1 1 1

creamware

saltglaze 1 1 1

greenglaze(medieval) 1

white glaze 1 1 3 1

modern

china

green and white

earthenware un glazed 2 4 6 1 3

earthenware slip only

lustreware

pearlware 1

bone 5 3 1 2 1

window glass 1 3 1 1

glass clear 2

glass green 2 2 2 1 1

glass blue

glass brown

pipe stem/bowl 2 1 5 1 5 1

tile roof 1 2 1 3 5

tile floor 4 2 2

brick 1 2

mortar 5 2 1 1 1 1 1

plaster 1 2 1 5 1

metal iron 3 1 10 3 2 7

metal other 1

slate 1

coal 1 4 1 1

shell

slag 2

charcoal

burnt stone 2

silver cig paper

silver milk bottle top

salad sieve bowl

tooth 3

drainage pipe
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A1/A1/Extension 1 100 105
blackglazed ware fine 4

blackglazed ware coarse 3

burnt coarseware

brown mottled ware

yellow glazed ware

brownware 1

blue and white 1

earthenware

slipware 6

purpleware

manganese ware

stoneware 3

creamware 11

saltglaze

greenglaze(medieval)

white glaze 1

modern

china

green and white

earthenware non glazed

earthenware slip only

lustreware

pearlware

bone 3

window glass 8

glass clear 3

glass green 2 1

glass blue

glass brown

pipe stem/bowl 6 9

tile roof 6

tile floor 1 3

brick 2

mortar 2

plaster 1

metal iron 1

metal other 1

slate

coal

shell
slag

charcoal 1 1

burnt stone

silver cig paper

silver milk bottle top

salad sieve bowl

tooth

drainage pipe 1
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A1/A1/Extension 2 101 101/105 105 126 Plaster Emma 131
blackglazed ware fine 3 5

blackglazed ware coarse 6 1 4 3 3 10

brown mottled ware 2 2 1

yellow glazed ware 3 3 2

brownware 1 1 9 1

blue and white 3 11 1 5 6

earthenware

slipware 1 1 1 1 3

purpleware

manganese ware

stoneware 3 2 1

creamware 3 9 7 5 10

saltglaze 1

greenglaze(medieval)

white glaze 7 1 6 16

modern 1 1 1 2

china 1

green and white 1

white china 7

earthenware non glazed 1 1 3 1 2

earthenware slip only 3

lustreware

pearlware 2

bone 2 5 3 1

window glass 4 1 3

glass clear 3 3 4

glass green 3 2 3 2 4 8

glass blue

glass brown 2

pipe stem/bowl 10 3 1 2

tile roof 16 1 3+1 large 1 5

tile floor

brick 1 1 1

mortar 3 2 3 1

plaster 7 4 24 4 12 6

metal iron 3 1 8 1 6 6

metal other 1

slate

coal 8 2

shell
slag

charcoal 1 1

conglomerate

silver cig paper

silver milk bottle top

salad sieve bowl

tooth 3

pin 1

burnt stone 1
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Special Finds

Special Finds 
SF No   Area Trench Layer East North Elevation Material Application  Period    Description Remarks Finder   Date

21       A1/A1/B B 112 70.7 139.3 104.22 Bone Household                      Bone knife handle                                 AP
slightly curved

22        A1/A1/C  C 105 70 135.1 104.74  Clay Personal               Modern  Clay pipe bowl with      JohnLegge of   AP               
                                        IL stamped on heel.    Broseley, 

1655-1690.  Bowl 
75% complete.

23 A1/A1/A A 112 73.9 134.7 104.84 Pottery Domestic                         Coarse raised                                       EH
earthenware, 
possibly glazed. 
Fabric of pot red 

with core presence of
 mica, numerous 
large inclusions

24          N/A N/A            N/A Clay Personal                         Clay pipe bowl                                      GP    1700
found in spoil heap 

while back filling

25 A1/T2 T2             130 Metal Personal             Modern  Edwqrd VII penny                               MD   1907
1907

26         A1/T2 T2 202 89.44 136.8 Glass-Other Personal Small red glass bead                          CW

27        A1/T2 T2 202 89.42 136.9 Metal Personal Lead gaming token                              CW
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